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ABSTRACT
Crawling wave (CrW) sonoelastography is an elasticity imaging technique capable of estimating the localized shear
wave speed in tissue and, therefore, can provide a quantitative estimation of the Young’s modulus for a given vibration
frequency. In this paper, this technique is used to detect cancer in excised human prostates and to provide quantitative
estimations of the viscoelastic properties of cancerous and normal tissues. Image processing techniques are introduced to
compensate for attenuation and reflection artifacts of the CrW images. Preliminary results were obtained with fifteen
prostate glands after radical prostatectomy. The glands were vibrated at 100, 120 and 140Hz. At each frequency, three
cross-sections of the gland (apex, mid-gland and base) were imaged using CrW Sonoelastography and compared to
corresponding histological slices. Results showed good spatial correspondence with histology and an 80% accuracy in
cancer detection. In addition, shear velocities for cancerous and normal tissues were estimated as 4.75±0.97 m/s and
3.26±0.87 m/s, respectively.
Keywords: Elasticity imaging, tissue characterization, crawling wave sonoelastography, image processing, prostate
cancer detection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the most prevalent type of cancer in men, and it is second only to lung cancer in mortality among adult
males in the United States. The number of deaths in 2008 was estimated as 28,660 while the new cases diagnosed was
calculated as 186,320 [1]. Early and accurate detection is important to reduce mortality and to prevent side effects from
local symptoms such as bleeding, urinary tract obstruction and development of metastases. Current prostate cancer
diagnosis relies on a combination of digital rectal examination (DRE), screening based on prostate specific antigen levels
(PSA) and biopsy guided by transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging. These methods have shown shortcomings in
accuracy and specificity and, therefore, new diagnostic tools are required. DRE is limited anatomically to the posterior
of the gland and may miss cancers in other regions [2]. Also, PSA levels can be increased not only by cancer but other
conditions such as hyperplasia and prostatic inflammation [3]. To further complicate prostate cancer detection, TRUS
imaging fails to discriminate isoechoic cancers making random biopsies necessary [4]. However, a high number of
biopsies per patient yields a low number of cancers detected with this procedure [5].
DRE is based on the premise that pathological processes produce changes in tissue mechanical properties. Under this
rationale, imaging the elastic properties of biological tissues has become an area of active research [6,7,8] with several
efforts focused on prostate cancer detection [5,9,10,11,12]. In particular, Crawling wave (CrW) sonoelastography [13] is
a recently developed technique capable of estimating the shear wave speed in tissue and, therefore, it can provide a
quantitative estimation of the Young’s modulus for a given vibration frequency. By taking several measurements at
different vibration frequencies, the viscoelastic properties of the tissue can be inferred. This approach was used by Zhang
et al. [14] to measure the viscoelastic properties of veal liver, thermal-treated veal liver and human prostate ex vivo. For
all these cases, it was observed that the Young’s modulus slightly increased with frequency. Furthermore, the
measurements obtained with CrW sonoelastography agreed with the results of a mechanical measurement method based
on the Kelvin Voigt fractional derivative model.
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In this work, CrW sonoelastography is applied to ex vivo human prostate glands to evaluate its performance in cancer
detection. Image processing techniques are introduced to compensate for attenuation and reduce artifacts due to poor
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and possible reflections at boundaries. Furthermore, CrW sonoelastography is used to
quantify the viscoelastic properties of normal and cancerous prostate tissue.

2. CRAWLING WAVE SONOELASTOGRAPHY
2.1 Theory
Wu and colleagues [13] proposed the experimental setup described in Figure 1 to image the shear wave interference
pattern created by two external sources using sonoelastography [15]. Two mechanical devices are placed opposing each
other. The resulting shear waves interfere with each other and are imaged by the transducer sitting on top of the sample.
Since sonoelastography only images the particle motion along the ultrasound beam, only the y component of the wave
motion is analyzed.
Under the plane wave assumption and considering a homogenous sample, the shear waves introduced by the right and
left vibration sources can be described as follows:

Wright = e −α ( x + D / 2 ) e − i ( k1 ( x + D / 2 )− w1t )

(1)

Wleft = e −α ( x− D / 2 ) e −i ( k2 ( x− D / 2)− w2t )

(2)

where α is related to the attenuation of the wave in the sample, D is the distance between the sources k1 and k2 are the
wave numbers and w1 and w2 are the frequencies of the vibration sources. The resulting pattern is the superposition of
the two waves. For the case in which w=w1=w2 and k=k1=k2, the squared signal envelope will result in:
2

*
*
u ( x, t ) = (W right + Wleft )(W right
+ Wleft
)

2

u ( x, t ) = e ( −αD ) [e 2αx + e −2αx + e 2ikx + e −2ikx ]
2

u ( x , t ) = 2e

( −α D )

[cosh(2αx) + cos(2kx)]

(3)
(4)
(5)

The interference pattern described in Equation 5 depends on a hyperbolic cosine and a cosine term. In the central region
and under weak attenuation, the hyperbolic cosine term can be dropped. Under such consideration, the spatial frequency
of the interference patterns becomes 2k. Thus, the interference fringe spacing is half the intrinsic shear wave wavelength
(λ). The shear wave velocity can be estimated as:
V shear = f .λ

(6)

where f is controlled and given by the vibration sources and λ is measured from the image. In soft tissue, the relationship
between Young’s modulus and shear wave velocity can be approximated as:

E = 3ρ (V shear ) 2
where ρ is the mass density and considered to be approximately 1 g/mL.

(7)

By introducing a slight offset between the vibration sources (k1=k, k2=k+Δk, w1=w, w2=w+Δw), Equation 5 is
transformed into:
u (x, t ) = 2 exp(− αD )[cosh(2αx ) + cos(2kx + Δkx + Δwt )]
2

(8)

The cosine term is now time dependent. Visually, the interference pattern will slowly move towards the source with
lower frequency. These moving patterns were termed “Crawling Waves”. The advantage of having CrW, as opposed to a
static interference pattern, is that they provide more observations to estimate the shear velocity of the sample. Problems
due to tissue attenuation and small region of interest (as compared to the shear wave wavelength) can be overcome using
CrW. Furthermore, we can use the relationship among frames in a movie to improve the SNR and compensate for
attenuation effects as discussed in the next section.
Local estimation of shear velocity allows for the creation of an image representing the elasticity modulus of the sample.
This kind of image can be used to establish the size and boundaries of tumors in the prostate and estimate the elasticity
modulus of normal and cancerous tissue. Hoyt et al. [16] proposed a two-dimensional real-time estimator based on
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autocorrelation methods. One of the main advantages of this method is its computational simplicity, comparable to
current color flow processing available in commercial US scanners.
2.2 Enhancement of CrW images

The accuracy of the estimation of the shear velocity spatial distribution depends on the quality of the crawling waves.
This section introduces a pre-processing scheme to improve the SNR of the CrW images by taking into account the time
relationship among the frames of a CrW movie (cine loop) while it is imaging the same spatial location. An additional
advantage of this processing is the generation of a quality metric which can be used to discriminate the shear velocity
information accordingly. Figure 2 summarizes the proposed approach. A CrW movie is taken at a single position in the
tissue. Each frame of the movie is processed using a median filter to reduce the noise. Due to the nature of CrW imaging,
the median filter uses a support kernel which is larger than wider (i.e. [11x3]). Subsequently, the images are improved by
3 processes: Horizontal and vertical motion filtering, slow time filtering and a phase multiplication.
First, a horizontal motion filter [17] is applied to improve SNR and reduce potential reflection artifacts. A horizontal line
from the CrW movie (blue line in Figure 3a) is followed in time to form a 2D image which would ideally look like
Figure 3c. The 2D Fourier transform of such an image would have its energy concentrated in two peaks (sinusoidal in
time and space) of known frequencies since the speed of the CrW and the Doppler frame rate are controlled. A band-pass
filter (Figure 3d) is applied to reduce noise and artifacts. This operation is repeated for all the lines in the CrW movie.
Similarly, a vertical motion filter is applied. In this case, a vertical line is followed in time to form an image, and a lowpass filter is employed since most of the energy is concentrated in the time axis.
Subsequently a slow time filter is applied to compensate for attenuation and to improve the SNR. This filter processes
the signal obtained from a single spatial position (i.e. pixel) in time. Since the CrW are governed by Equation 8, the
signal in each pixel should vary following a sinusoidal pattern of frequency Δw. The slow time signals are then fit into a
sinusoidal model:

Y = A cos(ΔwX + θ ) + D

(9)

where Y is the value of the slow time signal, and X is the independent variable which corresponds to the frame number.
A, θ, and D are the parameters of the model to be estimated and correspond to the amplitude, phase and offset of the
signal, respectively. Two images are obtained as a result of the slow time processing: A phase image and an r2-value
image. The latter represents the goodness of fit in the optimization process for each of the pixels in the CrW movie and it
is employed as a quality index. Pixels with r2 lower than 0.6 are not considered for further processing.
From the phase image, a filtered version of the CrW movie can be reconstructed. In this filtered version, the CrW have
normalized amplitude and noise effects have been considerably reduced. In order to improve the estimation of shear
velocity using the autocorrelation approach [16], the phase image is multiplied by a factor of four. As a consequence, the
final processed CrW movie has four times the spatial frequency than its original version.
2.3 Pseudo-sonoelastographic images

Sonoelastography is a tissue elasticity imaging technique that estimates the amplitude response of tissues under
harmonic mechanical excitation using ultrasonic Doppler techniques [15]. Due to the relationship between particle
vibrational response and received Doppler spectral variance [18], the amplitude of low frequency shear waves
propagating in tissue can be visualized in real-time using sonoelastography to detect regions of abnormal stiffness [19].
Clinical research in sonoelastography has focused primarily on prostate cancer detection. An initial comparison between
sonoelastographic images and corresponding histological slides with promising results was reported by Rubens et al. in
1995 [20]. An experimental setup for three-dimensional sonoelastography was built by Taylor and colleagues. Their
results indicated that sonoelastography had the capability to detect lesions over 1cc [5]. More recently, initial results of
undergoing studies have been presented, including an extension to in vivo imaging [12]. It is possible to reconstruct an
image equivalent to the sonoelastographic image from a CrW movie. This pseudo-sonoelastographic image is created by
taking the maximum of the same signal used in slow time filtering: The maximum of the values each pixel takes over
time. Therefore it is possible to compare results from CrW and (pseudo) sonoelastographic images.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Simulations

A CrW movie on a homogeneous media was simulated to test the performance of the motion filtering, slow time filtering
and phase multiplication stages under the presence of noise and reflection artifacts. The estimation of the shear velocity
using the local autocorrelation method was compared with: no filtering, only slow-time filtering, and both motion and
slow-time filtering. In addition, the changes in the estimation were compared with and without phase multiplication.
3.2 Experiments

Fifteen prostatic glands were obtained after radical prostatectomy and embedded in a 10.5% gelatin mold. Two pistons
(Model 2706, Brüel & Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark) were fitted with surface-abraded extensions and located at each side of
the mold to create shear vibration (see Figure 1). The ultrasound transducer (M12L, General Electric Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI, USA) was positioned on top of the gelatin mold and equidistant from the vibration sources. Each gland
was imaged at three locations: AB1, AB2, and AB3. These locations were chosen to capture images close to the apex
(AB1), at middle gland (AB2), and close to the base (AB3). Three movies of CrW images, each one with a different
vibration frequency (100, 120 and 140 Hz), were acquired at each of the locations. In all cases the frequency offset
between the vibration sources was set to 0.25 Hz. The site for the three cross-sections was marked and the corresponding
histological slices were obtained. An expert pathologist outlined the cancerous regions in the histological slices. This
information was considered as ground truth.
The CrW images were pre-processed following the enhancement methods described in the previous section.
Subsequently, a two-dimensional shear wave velocity estimator [16], with a kernel of 20 by 20, was used to obtain an
estimate of the shear velocity of the tissue for each of the vibration frequencies. Using the quality metric obtained from
slow time filtering, the best two estimations were averaged into a final image representing the shear velocity. This image
and its corresponding histological slice were divided in quadrants and compared to evaluate the performance of the CrW
technique in cancer detection. To quantify the viscoelastic characteristics of cancerous and normal tissue, the elasticity
modulus of true positive and true negative areas were measured. A region was marked as cancer on the CrW elasticity
image if it had a shear velocity that was greater or equal to 1.25 times that of the surrounding prostate tissue. A seed
growing algorithm was used to segment these regions of elevated shear velocity [21]. In addition, pseudosonoelastographic images were reconstructed and compared to histology.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Simulations

Figure 4 illustrates the results from the shear velocity estimator when applied (a) directly to the simulated CrW movie,
(b) after slow-time filtering, and (c) after motion and slow time filtering. The CrW movie was simulating a homogenous
region with shear velocity = 3 m/s. In the first case (a), the autocorrelation method failed to estimate the correct shear
velocity in the presence of noise. In the second case (b), slow time filtering is able to improve the SNR of the CrW
movie, but it is still susceptible to the presence of reflections which produce a ripple artifact in the estimation. The
combination of motion and slow-time filtering (c) compensates for the noise and the reflection problems providing a
more constant result.
Figure 5 presents the results from the shear velocity estimator (a) without and (b) with a phase multiplication of four
applied to the simulated CrW movie (shear velocity = 3 m/s). Estimations with the autocorrelation method were
evaluated using several kernel sizes. The results after phase multiplication showed a more uniform estimation even when
a smaller kernel size was used.
4.2 Experiments

Representative cases from two ex vivo prostate glands, one without cancer and the other with, are presented in Figure 6
and 7. Figure 6 shows CrW images with (a) and without phase multiplication (b). The corresponding shear velocity
estimation (c) does not indicate the presence of any stiff region. Histology revealed that this particular cross-section did
not have cancer. In Figure 7, the corresponding B-mode (a), shear speed (b) and histological (c) images of a crosssection close to the apex (AB1) of a human prostate gland are shown. The shear speed image shows an area with
elevated shear speed on the left side of the cross-section which corresponds to a cancerous region in the histological
image.
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Table 1 summarizes the performances of CrW sonoelastography and pseudo-sonoelastography for prostate cancer
detection in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. Three cross-sections from each of the fifteen prostate glands
were analyzed. Out the forty-five samples, four were discarded due to poor SNR. These cross-sections were closed to the
base of the gland (AB3) and showed a very low quality metric (<0.6). CrW sonoelastography outperforms pseudosonoelastography. The shear velocity for all included cancerous and normal tissues was estimated as 4.75±0.97 m/s and
3.26±0.87 m/s, respectively.
In order to understand the viscoelastic effect in the range of frequencies used (100-140Hz), five cross-sections that
contained no detectable cancer were analyzed. Results from this quantitative analysis are shown in Table 2. The
increment in shear velocity with frequency is indicative of a viscoelastic effect.

5. DISCUSSION
This work evaluates the performance of Crawling Wave Sonoelastography for prostate cancer detection ex vivo.
Additionally, the quantitative nature of CrW Sonoelastography allows estimating the viscoelastic properties of the
analyzed glands. Pseudo-sonoelastographic images are reconstructed from CrW movies in order to compare both
techniques. Performance of pseudo-sonoelastography in cancer detection is similar to previously reported results
[5,12,20]. In general, CrW sonoelastography outperforms pseudo-sonoelastography; however, a combination of both
modalities might provide a better performance in cancer detection. In particular, it was observed that a high elastic
contrast could create a region with a very low SNR. Although this condition produced high contrast in pseudosonoelastographic images, it damages the slow time filtering as well as the estimation processes in CrW
sonoelastography.
A protocol to analyze the properties of prostate glands ex vivo was developed. A critical part of this process is to mark
the cross-section of the gland which is imaged in order to obtain the corresponding histological image (ground truth).
Currently, the imaging plane is marked using surgical needles. Even though, the marking is done with extreme care, the
imaging and histological planes may not match precisely. Errors in the insertion of the needle as well as deviations when
cutting prostate gland may introduce differences which may be carried into the evaluation of the performance.
An initial analysis of the viscoelastic properties of normal prostate tissue showed that the variation in elasticity is small
in the range of frequencies utilized. Therefore, averaging the results of two different frequencies is not only valid but it
should improve the final estimation since it is based on two independent results.
There is a compromise in the selection of the kernel size for the autocorrelation estimator. Having a larger kernel
provides estimations less susceptible to the starting phase of the signal but it reduces the field of view and smoothes the
results. Phase multiplication, as shown in Figure 5b, permits estimation comparable to the findings without phase
multiplication but with smaller kernel sizes.
Estimated shear velocity values for normal and cancerous tissue are slightly elevated but in the same order of magnitude
when compared to previous findings based on mechanical testing using a Kelvin-Voight Fractional Derivative model
[22]. However, it is important to note that values from mechanical testing were from samples containing both cancerous
and normal tissue. Therefore, it is expected that only cancerous tissue will have higher values. Results indicate that it is
possible to differentiate pathological from normal tissue using CrW.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Crawling Wave (CrW) Sonoelastography is used to detect cancer in excised human prostates and provide
quantitative estimations of the viscoelastic properties of human cancerous and normal tissues. Results showed good
spatial correspondence with histology. Additionally, the estimated shear velocities of cancerous and normal tissue are
4.75±0.97 m/s and 3.26±0.87 m/s, respectively. These results are in agreement with previous reports on the elasticity of
cancerous and normal human prostate tissue and suggest that CrW Sonoelastography could be used to improve prostate
cancer detection.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The prostate gland embedded in a gelatin mold (a) is located between two
shear vibration sources (b). The ultrasound transducer is positioned on top to acquire the crawling wave images (c).
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Figure 2. Proposed scheme to enhance the crawling wave images.
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Fig. 3. Slow-Time and Motion Filters. The slow time signal at each pixel of the crawling wave movie (red line in a) is
replaced with its sinusoidal version. The original signal and its sinusoidal correction are plotted in (b) in blue and red
colors, respectively. (c) shows an image representing the evolution of a single line in the CrW movie (blue line in a),
and (d) presents a band pass filter used for motion filtering.
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Figure 4. Results from the shear velocity estimator applied directly to the simulated CrW movie (a), applied after slow time
filtering (b), and applied after motion and slow time filtering. The CrW simulated a homogenous region with shear
velocity = 3 m/s.
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show a more uniform behavior.
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Figure 6. CrW image without (a) and with (b) phase multiplication; and its corresponding shear velocity image (c).
Histology revealed that this cross-section did not have cancer. The boundary of the prostate gland is shown in pink.
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Figure 7. Corresponding B-mode (a), shear speed (b) and histological (c) images of a cross-section close to the apex of a
human prostate gland. The shear speed image shows a region with elevated shear speed on the left side of the crosssection which corresponds to a cancerous region in the histological image.

Table 1. Performance in prostate cancer detection (N=41 cross-sections x 4 quadrants).

Accuracy
(%)
CrW
Sonoelastography
Pseudo
Sonoelastography

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)

80.4

67.3

86.2

67.9

60.8

70.9

Table 2. Estimated shear wave speeds for normal prostate tissue (N=5 cross-sections with no cancer).

Normal Tissue

100Hz
(m/s)
2.9±0.4

120Hz
(m/s)
3.1±0.4

140Hz
(m/s)
3.3±0.5
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